JULY 21st
national mobilisation
against conscription

JULY 19-20 monash uni
underground resistance
centre & work-in

JULY 21
marches rally 2 p.m.
at melbourne uni.
& the shrine.

Tell it in the streets!
Friday 11th Dec-4.30pm Martin Plaza
Withdraw all troops now
Withdraw support for Saigon regime
Abolish conscription
2 YEARS GAOL FOR SOMETHING HE DIDN'T DO

ANY YOUNG CONSCRIPT WHO REFUSES TO REPORT FOR MILITARY SERVICE IS IMPRISONED FOR 2 YEARS

END CONSCRIPTION

AUTHORIZED BY R. RUFFELS 46 SAUNDERS BAY RD CARINGBAH

DEMONSTRATE APRIL 18TH

KEN McCLELLAND
TEACHER/DRAFT-RESISTER
WAS SEIZED BY POLICE IN HIS CLASSROOM AT HAWKESDALE HIGHSCHOOL
HE FACES 18 MONTHS GAOL ON APRIL 18 AT THE COUNTY COURT
MARCH LEAVES MELBOURNE UNI.
CONCRETE LAWNS 9:15 AM
RADICAL ACTION MOVEMENT 71 PALMERSTON ST., COALTOWN
HOW MANY YEARS
CAN SOME PEOPLE EXIST BEFORE THEY'RE ALLOWED TO BE FREE?
STOP WAR OF INTERVENTION IN VIETNAM

STOP WORK TO STOP WORLD WAR GAMBLE
FRIDAY 19th MAY 1972
TREASURY GARDENS - 3 p.m.

The Herald
Melbourne, May 10, 1972
If the Government won't stop the war, THE PEOPLE MUST STOP THE GOVERNMENT

RARE LITTER

This is what we've done:
- Written letters to the press.
- Organised public debates and forums on the war. They ceased when the Liberal Party ceased to allow people to participate.
- Conducted teach-ins and street meetings on the war.
- Produced millions of copies of leaflets, brochures, books and articles justifying the case against the war.
- Conducted scores of marches and demonstrations.
- Called for a referendum on the issue of an immediate withdrawal of Australian troops.
- Shown anti-war films at public halls.
- Published decisions of churches, Trade Unions and other organisations declaring opposition to the war.

WE'VE WON THE ARGUMENT

The last Press in this shack, the last Press in Australia is still opposed to the Government's war.

Only 17% of Australians feel continued involvement in the war. Add in the 21% Libs and 38% of Vijets who want withdrawal and you've got 86%.

Yes, we want an end to the killing and suffering, but we want an end to the war. The Vietnamese people want an end to the suffering and death.

The Vietnamese people want an end to the war, but they want an end to the suffering and death. We want an end to the killing, but we want an end to the war. The Vietnamese people want an end to the suffering and death.

The Vietnamese people want an end to the killing, but they want an end to the suffering and death. We want an end to the war, but we want an end to the killing.

The Vietnamese people want an end to the suffering and death. We want an end to the war, but we want an end to the killing.

Stop Work to stop the war - June 30

FOUR OUT OF FIVE OF THESE MEN CHOSE THEIR CAREERS

ABOLISH CONSCRIPTION NOW

VIETNAM MORATORIUM SEPTEMBER 18
DO YOU KNOW?

That WITHOUT FURTHER LEGISLATION Conscripts can be required to serve continuously for five years.

On May 25, 1965, Section 27 of the National Service Act was amended to include the following: “If at the end of your two years period of full time service in the Regular Army Supplement a time of defence emergency is proclaimed you will be deemed to be re-enlisted till the end of the time of defence emergency or for a further three years, whichever is the shorter”.

ALL MALES FROM 18 TO 60 YEARS OF AGE CAN BE CONSCRIPTED TO SERVE OVERSEAS (Under Amendment to Clause 16, 25/5/1965).

The Minister for the Army has left no doubt that conscripts will be in the first relief battalion to Vietnam.

MORE CONSCRIPTS GO INTO CAMP ON SEPTEMBER 29

Are You In Favour Of This?

If not, there is still time for a nation-wide movement of determined people to force the Government to reverse its policy on this issue.

Join now with mothers all over Australia in the SAVE OUR SONS MOVEMENT OPPOSE CONSCRIPTION FOR OVERSEAS

Authorised by Mrs. P. Ashcroft, 31 George St., Pennant Hills (ph. 84-1931) on behalf of the Save Our Sons Movement.
END THE WAR IN INDOCHINA VIETNAM NOW

MAKE LOVE NOT WAR

RESIST the DRAFT DON'T REGISTER
"...WITH HONOUR!"